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ABSTRACT. TheJapal1eSe Antarctic R巴searchExpedition (JARE) has set Up auto-
matic weather stations at six sites on a 1000 km long travers巴routeb巴tweenSyowa station 
(21m a.s.l.) ancl Dome Fltii statiol1 (3810 Jl1 a.s.l.) since 1993. Large temperature rises in 
winlcr were obscrvecl sevcral tillles il1 this area. There were two patterns o[till1巴clelayo[ 
thc ICll1pcralurc riscs. One was that lhe 1巴Illperaturc1・iseal ivIizuho stalion prececlecl that 
al olher slations， ancl the olh巴rwas that the temperalure rise at Dome Fttii station pre-
cecled lhe olhers. The [orlll巴roccurrecl when a clisturbance call1e from the coasl between 
cast EnclerlコyLancl ancl the Amery 1c巴 Shelfancl strong wincls clestroyecl the stable inver-
sion lay巴r.Th巴latter occurred wh巴nthe 10W-Pl・巴ssurecenter was near the coast o[ west 
¥Vilkes Lancl. 1n lhis case， temperature rise was causecl by aclvection of warm air. Th巴

atll10spheric pressure at Do問 F可Islal10n a吋 Relay Poinl os託幻cillat民E佼吋仁clwi比tha perio 
0.5 ycar anc叫clall1plit凶U仁cleo[ abou凶I札t1日5hPa. The p戸ressur巴wa出shigh巴町rinJu叶IけIyanχ吋仁clD巴cemb】er，3 

and wνas accompコanieclby a tcmperature rise. Fluctuatiol1s of hourly air temperatur巴 at
Dome F1可istation wcr巴 approximatelytwice as large as f1t川uatiol1sat the other sites. 
Th巴 lapserale o[ the annual mean t巴mperatureincreasecl with elevation， while th巴

lllonthly lapsc rate was largest in April. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are only a few 【OCCUpl比巴氏吋dinlanχ叶CIs討ta似IIωon山1刊sin An凶lta引r司'Ct1犯ca，， 
ancl the coverage of ll1et巴oro刀ologicalobservations is ver万γypoor. 

Rec印cn刊叫tl巾l片以Yメ， a瓜叩制u凶1札削t

lizecl in this area. Thc日rslUnilccl Slates八，¥VSprogram was 

carried out by A. Patcrson orSlanforcl Rcscarch 1nstitute (e.g 

Renarcl ancl Salians， 19i7) ancllhc program was continuecl by 

the University ofWisconsin tcam (Stearns ancl Savage， 1979; 
Weiclner， 1987). Australian AWSs were establishecl by Allison 

ancl Morrissy (1983)ー 1n lhc Wilkes Lancl area in East Antarc-

tica， the Auslralian Nalional Antarctic Research Expedition 

(ANARE) ancl thc UI1巾山il印Eα吋仁clS凱ta剖le岱sAn山山IIκcRe白se佼伺a旧 hPro-

g♂ram (USARP) built. two A¥V却S cla以ltanelωs ancl succee虻吋cleα吋c1i山n 1 

galhcring c1al，礼1I川nlh巴 seclor令 fro‘万Olll1000 to 14-00 E， extending 
0・omsea levello abovc 3000 m altitucl巴(¥へ七ncl1crancl Poggi， 
1980; Allison ancl others， 1993). 

Arouncl DOl1lc Ftリiin Dronning l'vIaucI LancI， East Ant-

arctica， there wcre 110 A¥れ，WSs.The冗eJal吋pコχ苅an
】RミE白sea剖rchExpeα吋仁c1itiol口ISリAREs吋)havc un川ncleのr司-taヱ:ak巴na De巴p

1c巴Coring PrC!句1羽jeclat DOIllη1巴fL吋りIS幻incc1992. Ice-core c1rilling 

c10wn lo 2500 m cleplh was carriccl out in 1996. As part of thc 

proj ect， a n八.¥VSresearch program was sta山 din 1993 in 

orcIer to investigate the accull1ulation circumstance Ior the 

ice-core analysis， 1n [993，jARE-34 set up AWS units auhree 

siles along a lraverse rou(e Ii-ol11 Syowa stalion 10 Dome Fuji 

station， the highest poil1t in Dronning ivIaucl Lancl， ancI 
JARE-35 main 
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th巴Iirstwinteri噌ーoverpa川 atDom巴町istation， aclclecl 
AもVSunits at the other・thre巴 sites..1nthis paper， we describe 

the resulls of observations at the six sites in 1995 

2. OBSERVATION SITES 

As shown in Figure 1， six observation sites (H21， Mizuho 
station， MD180， Relay Point， fvID550 ancl Dome Fuji sta-

t10吋wereset up along a traverse route from the coast near 

SyO¥、 astation to Dom巴 Fujistation. Th巴selocalions旦re

summarizecl in Table 1 with types of A¥'VS， observation 
[actors ancI observation periocl. A¥'VS units at three sites， 
Mizuho station， Relay Point ancl DOI11巴 Fりistation， startecI 
recorcling in 1993 (Enomoto ancl others， 1995)， ancl the 

oth巴rsin [995 (KamecIa ancI others， 1997a) 

H21 site (1026 m a.s.l.) is located in the coastal region， 
60 km from the coast， where air temperature and wincl 

speecl are strongly inl1u巴nceclby coastal cydonic activities， 

Threc sites， Mizuho station (2250111 a.s.l.; cIosecl in 1985)， 
MDl80 site (2833 m a.s.l.) ancl Relay Point (MD364.; 

3353 m a.s.l.)， are locatecl on the ice-sheet slope， where kata-

batic winds prevail. J¥iID180 is locatecl in a glazecl sur[ace 

region， whil巴th巴othertwo are in a sastrugi surface region. 

fvlD550 (3663111 a.s， 1.) is 10catecI on relatively l1at terrain， 
juSl beyond the i叫 uenc巴 o[katabatic wincIs， juclgi略什om

snow-sur[ace [eatures (Furukawa and others， 1996) ancI sur-

[ace snow properties (Shiraiwa ancI others， 1996). Dome fLリl

stalion (3810 m a.s.l.) is on the top of a cIome in east Dron-
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fヨg.1.Location qf AWS units in 1995 in east Dronning Maud 

LanιAntarctica， installed by Japaπese Antarctic Research 

Eψeditions. Wind direction diagrams at Dome Fuji station， 

Relay Point and Mω，ho statωn are sho削 t.Dataqf Mωho 

station arefrom 1982. 

ning Maud Land， where surface hoar grows frequently on 

the surface (Kameda and others， 1997b) and depth hoar is 

well deve10ped in the 10wer 1ayers 

AtDomeFiりistation， the]apan Meteoro10gica1 Agency 

リMA)has recorded observations i恥 1udi時 mrtempera-

ture， wind speed， wind direction and atmospheric pressure 

since February 1995. 

3. INSTRUMENTATION 

Two types of AWS units were emp10yed: one is a data-10gger 

system which stores data in comp1ementary meta1-oxide 

semiconductor (CMOS) memories， and the other is an 

Argos system which transmits data to the U.S. Nationa1 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) series 

satellites using an Argos Data Collection System on board. 

“KADEC series" CMOS data 10ggers (by Kona System 

Co. Ltd， ]apan) with extra 1ithium batteries were used， 

functioning down to -82
0C in a 10w-temperature test. This 

type of data 10gger was initially used at Asuka Camp in 1985 

by]ARE-26 (Endoh and others， 1987) and has been exten-

sive1y used since 1993 by]ARE-34 (Enomoto and others， 

1995) and]ARE-35 (Enomoto and others， 1996) 
Data 10ggers were set in therma1 insu1ation boxes 

(50 cm x 40 cm x 30 cm) and were buried in snow at about 

50 cm depth. Data were taken from the data 10ggers once a 

year， when the expedition visited the sites. At MD550， a 

windmill generator (Windcharger 910， Marlec Engineering 

Co. Ltd， u.K.) was used to power data-10gger heaters. At 

Dome Fuji station， 1arge batteriesのoAh x 4) were used to 

supp1y power to the data-10gger system. 

Takahashi and others: AWS program in east Dronning Maud Land 

Table 1. List qfCMOS-and Argos-AWS sites along the tra-

verse route between Syoωa and Dome Fuji stations 

Site Location Eleva- 1ype Factor/ Pe;γiod 
tzon 

m '93 '94 '95 '96 

H21 69005'32" S， 1076 CMOS Ta， Ws x x x x 

40048'26" E 

Mizuho 70042'00" S， 2250 CMOS Ta， Ws x x x x 

statlOn 44017'21 "E 

MDl80 72021古3"S， 2833 CMOSτa，Ws x x 

43041 '33" E 

Relay 74"00'29" S， 3353 CMOS Ta，τ5， Ws， Wd， Sr x x x x 

Point 42059'48" E Argos Ta， P，もVs，Wd x x 

休1D364)

MD550 75040'33" S， 3663 CMOS Ta， Ws， Wd x x 

41 "32'13" E 

Dome Fuji 77018'34" S， 3810 CMOSτa，τ5， v¥厄，Wd x x x 

station 39041'51"E Argos Ta，Ws，Wd x x 

*τa， air temperature; Ts， snow temperature; Ws， wind speed; Wd， wind 
direction; S， solar radiation; P， atmospheric pressure 

The anemometers (AG・860，Makino App1ied Instru-

ments Inc.，]apan) did not function on some occasions， due 

to icing， especially at H21 and Mizuho station， and at tem-

peratures below -60
oC at Dome Fi可istation and MD550. 

P1atinum sensors in she1ters were used for air-temperature 

measurement with 0.1 oC accuracy. Since the shelters were 

not venti1ated， the air temperature tended to rise in summer 

owing to heating by solar radiation at 10w wind speed 

Therefore， temperature data when wind speed was be10w 
1.2 m S-l in summer (November-February) were discarded. 

Argos-AWS units have been in operation at Re1ay Point 

and Dome Fi可istation since February 1995. The measured 

parameters are air temperature， atmospheric pressure， 
wind speed and wind direction. These units were originally 

designed by Stanford University (A. Paterson's group) and 

have been maintained and improved by the University of 

Wisconsin-Madison (c. R. Stearns'group); they are wide1y 

used by th巴U.S.Antarctic Program (Bromwich and 

Stearns， 1993). 
For Argos-AWS， air temperature is measured with a 

p1atinum resistance thermometer (Weed Instrument Co.); 

atmospheric pressure with a digiquartz pressure transducer 

system (Parascientific Inc. model 215); and wind speed and 

direction with a Bendix aerovane. The data are recorded at 

10 min interva1s and are transmitted to the NOAA series 

satellite. If this is within sight of the Argos-AWS unit， the 

transmissions are received and stored by the Argos data co1-

1ection system. The collected data are stored in an anon-

ymous fi1e transfer protoco1 server at the Space Science 

and Engineering Center of the University of Wisconsin 

Madison (Stearns and others， 1993) 

4. RESULTS 

Air temperature 

Figure 2 shows air temperature in 1995 at the six obser-

vation sites. The temperatures decrease with a1titude. The 

mlmmum temperature at Dome Fi吋istation， which 
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Fig. 2. Air temperature at six sites obtained砂CMOS-AWS
in 1995. 
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Fig. 3. Wind speed at six sites obtained りCMOS-AWSin
1995. Data at Relay Point are by Argos-A WS; data atMizuho 
station arefrom 1994 

this site is outside the katabatic wind region. At Dome Fi吋1

station， wind speed was small， rare1y 1arger than 10 m s -¥ 

and annua1 mean wind speed was 5.9 m s -1. 

Wind direction 

Figure 1 shows wind-direction diagrams at Dome Fi吋ista-

tion and Relay Point (Argos-AWS data) and Mizuho sta-

tion (previous data). At Mizuho station the east wind 

b10ws considerab1y more than 50% of the time. At Relay 

Point， the southeast wind b10ws 40% of the time. Based on 

these wind-direction features， these two sites are 10cated in 
the katabatic wind area. At Dome Fi可istation， there is no 
strong prevai1ing wind， a1though east winds are slight1y 
the most common. 

Solar radiation 

Figure 4 shows solar radiation at Re1ay Point in 1994-95， 
measured by type H20l solar radiation sensor (Eiko Seiki 

Co. Ltd). The sun appeared on 2 August， was above the 
horizon for 24 hours between 29 October and 9 February， 
and disappeared on 18 May. In summer there was a1most 

occurred on 18 August， was recorded as -80.1 oC by CMOS-

AWS， -81.90C by Argos-AWS and -78.90C by theJMA. The 

differences may be due to the topography around Dome Fi可i

station， where a strong inversion 1ayer deve10ps and air 

temperature changes with sensor height and subt1e surface 

relief. TheJMA， which started measurements at Dome F1吋i

station in February 1995， uses an aspirated system for air-
temperature measurement， whi1e AWSs use natura1 venti1a-
tlOn. 

A remarkab1e feature was the temperature rise in winter， 
which occurred at all sites a1most simultaneousl)乙 This

feature was a1so seen in 1993， but not in 1994 or 1996. 

Figure 3 shows wind-speed data at each site. Data 10gging 

was sometimes interrupted by severa1 prob1ems including 

icing due to heavi1y drifting snow， grease hardening due to 
10w temperatures， data-1ogger troub1es， etc. 

At H21， wind speed becomes 1arge when 1ow-pressure 
disturbance encroaches from the coast. At Mizuho station 

and MD180 the wind speed was consistently > 10 m s -1 as a 

resu1t ofkatabatic flow. At Relay Point the effect ofkatabatic 

wind was smaller than at the former two sites. At MD550， 
wind speed was sometimes neg1igib1e， which suggests that 

Windspeed 
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Fig. 4. Global solar radiation at RelのPoi抗tfrom 1994 to 

1995 by CMOS-AWS. 

1994 

1995 

-0-Syowa・.....H21: -0-Mizuho: .... MD180: -6-R.P.:......... MD550: -'V-Dome Fuji 

fヨgι Monthlymean temperatures at seven observation sites 

in 1995 in east Dronning k!aud Land. 

no cloud at Re1ay Point. The maximum radiation value was 

0.956 kW m -2. It is possib1e that the sensor surface was occa-

sionally covered with frost and that the observed values 

were increased by scattered radiation due to the frost. 

5. DISCUSSION 

Figure 6 shows month1y mean air temperatures in 1995 at 

the six sites and Syowa station. Ju1y temperatures are sys-

tematically higher than June and August temperatures 

because of high va1ues in the middle and at the end ofJuly 

(see Fig. 2). The differe町 巴betwee吋u1ytemperatures and 

the mean of theJune and August temperatures was 1argest 

at MD180， midway between Syowa and Dome Fl吋istations. 

TheJu1y temperature rise was a1so seen in 1993 and 1994 in 

th巴 observationsat Re1ay Point. The phenomenon of the 

winter temperature having no distinct minimum is known 

as a“coreless" winter for the Arctic (Von Middendorf， 1899) 

and for the Antarctic (Meinardus， 1938) 

Figure 7 shows hourly temperatures at the six sites from 

Ju1y to mid-August. Short-term temperature-maxima 

events are marked as P1， P2， etc. The temperature at Dome 

F可istation increased by 170C in 2 days starting on 8 Ju1y 

(event P1)， and 240C in 1 day on 27 July (event P8). The time 

delays in appearance of the same temperature maxima at 

different AWS sites are recognized in Figure 8. The time 

delay patterns are classified into two groups. In one， the 
temperature maximum appeared earlier at Mizuho station 

than at in1and sites (events P1， P2， P3， P4 and P8). In the 

other， the temperature maximum at Dome Fuji station pre-

ceded that at coasta1 sites (events P6， P9 and Pll). In all 

cases the maximum propagated in 1ess than 24 hours. Some 

temperature maxima did not propagate from H21 (events 

P7 and PlO). The variation of time delay at H21 seems to diι 

fer from the others， perhaps because the H211ocation is not 

a1igned with the other sites， as shown in Figure 1. 

The typical atmospheric pressure distributions for the 

two patterns are shown in Figure 8. They come from an ob-

jective ana1ysis by the JMA globa1 circu1ation model 

(GCM) based on meteorologica1 data from Antarctic 

stations and drifting buoys in the Antarctic Ocean. On 8 

Ju1y， when event P1 occurred， the center of a 10w pressure 

of <960 hPa was at about 65
0 S， 600 E， off east Enderby 

Land. According to the Antarctic composite satellite images 

provided by the Antarctic Meteorology Research Center 

Temperature rise in winter 
Atmospheric pressure 

Atmospheric pressure recorded at Relay Point by Argos-

AWS and at Dome Fりistation by theJMA is shown in Fig-

ure 5. The seasona1 trend of atmospheric pressure at both 

sites shows an oscillation with a period of 0.5 year and an 

amp1itude of about 15 hPa. The pressure was high in Ju1y 

and December and 10w in May and September. A simi1ar 

semi-annua1 oscillation of pressure has been observed by 

Radok and others (1996) in the sector including Casey， Du-

mont d'Urville and Dome C in Wi1kes Land， though the 

winter pressure increase was less remarkab1e in the inland 

area than at Dome Fi可istation. Radok and others eXp1ained 

that the pressure peaks occur when air surrounding the ice 

sheet is heated and ab1e to spread out over the ice. According 

to their exp1anation， the high pressure inJu1y around Dome 

F吋istation is 1inked to an apparently anoma1ous event with 

high temperature irψ向 asdescribed 1ater. 
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Fig. 5. Atmoψheric pressure at Relay Point by Argos-AWS 

and at Dome Fuji station by JMA observation. Thin lines 

are hourly data， and thick lines are 10 day means. 
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(AMRC) of the University of Wisconsin， this disturbance 
penetrated inland from the coast between east Enderby 

Land and the Amery Ice Shelf on that day. Mizuho station 

was the closest site to the low-pressure center， which ex-
plains why the temperature rise at Mizuho station preceded 

that at the other sites. On the other hand， on 3 August， when 
event P9 occurred， the center of a low pressure of less than 

968 hPa was located at 650 S， 900 E， off Mirny station in 
Wilkes Land. Satellite images show that the disturbance 

penetrated inland from the coast of west Wilkes Land. In 

Fig.8. Atmo学hericpressure distribution at sea level on 8 Ju?J 
and 3 August 1995. Arroω's are disturbance movement derived 

from satellite images 
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this case， Dome Fi司iStation was closest to the low-pressure 

center， and the disturbance would be expected to reach 

Dome Fuji station before the other sites 

Figure 9 shows the meteorological conditions at Dome 

Fuji station recorded by theJMA. On 8 July， when the tem-
perature rise at Mizuho station preceded that at other sites， 

wind speed became large and pressure decreased， while 
wind direction did not change substantially. The tem-

perature ris巴isthought to have been caused by inversion-

layer disappearance as a result of the disturbance from the 

east. The temperature rise on 28 July (event P8)， when wind 
speed was more than 15 m s -I， can be eXp1ained in the same 

way. However， the temperature rise on 3 August， marked as 
event P9 in Figure 7， cannot be explained by low-pressure 

disturbance. The pressure on this day was the highest of the 

year， wind speed was small and the wind changed direction 
from northeast to east， to south， to southwest， to south， to 
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at Dome Fuji station， 1 July--10 August 1995. 
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result of the gravity wave with a short period of oscillations 

in a strong inversion layer which develops in winter. 

1995 

Fig. 10. Temperature fluctuations at Dome Fuji station and 

Relay Point. Data are hourly temperatures minus 3 hour run-

ning means. s.D. is standard deviation rif the fluctuation 

Figure 12 shows annual mean， maximum and mllllmum 

temperatures at each site for 1995 as a function of surface 

elevation. Roughly， the lapse rate of annual mean tem-
perature was 0.78

0C (100 mr
1 
at elevations of 0-1000 m 

(Syowa station-H21)， 1.090C (100 mr
1 
at 1000-2000 m 

(H21-Mizuho)， 1.260C (100 mr1 at 2000-3000 m (Mizu-

ho-Relay Point) and 1.580C (100 mr
1 
for elevations greater 

than 3000 m (Relay Point-Dome Fi可istation). 

Satow (1978) calculated annual mean lapse rates in east 

Dronning Maud Land using 10 m snow-temperature data. 

He found that the annual mean lapse rate was 1.3
0C (100 

m)ー1at 1000-3000 m， and 2.00C (100 mr1 at 3000-3600 m. 

Our data show a similar tendency， though the lapse rates 

are smaller than Satow's results. 

Figure 13 presents variations of monthly mean lapse rate 

between all neighboring sites. The lapse rates in summer 

Oanuary and February) below MD550 (solid lines) are al-

most equal to the adiabatic lapse rate. However， in the other 
seasons they are larger than the adiabatic lapse rate. In 

addition， in winter they increase with elevation and this ten・

dency is largest in April. This means there should be other 

causes of cooling， which would be a result of strong radiative 

cooling in the inland area. Therefore， the lapse rate becomes 
large in April when the polar night begins and radiative 

cooling is most effective. 

The lapse rates between MD550 and Dome Fuji station 

(broken line) fluctuate from 0.370 to 2.930C (100 m)ー1.Both 

sites are located outside the influence of katabatic wind 

(Furukawa and others， 1996; Shiraiwa and others， 1996)， 

and the altitude difference is only 150 m， while the distance 
between the two sites is 180 km. Hence， the lapse rate 
between these sites is easily changed by differences of weather， 
radiation conditions and other meteorological factors. 

Lapse rate of temperature 

east and to northeast. The temperature rise during this 

period is believed to have been a result of atmospheric 

advection from the south， where a warm air mass was 

formed presumably due to subsidence of the atmosphere 

When the temperature maxima related to low-pressure 

disturbance occurred， they were usually accompanied by 
an increase of snow accumulation at Dome Fi吋istation. 

Hence， most of the precipitation was caused by water vapor 
brought by the disturbances coming from the coast between 

the Amery Ice Shelf and Enderby Land. 

Temperature fluctuation at Dome Fuji station 

As shown in F叩

fluctuated with greater amplitude than at the other s叩i江te白s.

The t臼empe訂ra剖tur巴fluctuationsshown in Figure 1ωo wer巴cal-

C印u叫11均at臼edusing a high-pass filter (hourly data minus the 

3 hour running mean). The standard deviations ofthe fluc-

tuations at all sites in winter and summer are shown in Fig-

ure 11. The standard deviation at Dome Fuji station in winter 

was about 0.60C， which is double or triple that at the other 

sites. This large temperature fluctuation in winter at the top 

of the ice sheet is an interesting phenomenon， the reason for 

which is not clear. However， we suggest that it could be the 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Along a traverse route from Syowa station to Dome Fuji sta-

tion， meteorological data were obtained by CMOS-AWS 

and Argos-AWS systems from 1993 to 1996 at six sites: H21 

(1076 m a.s.l.)， Mizuho station (2250 m)， MDl80 (2833 m)， 

533 

Dome 

Fig. 11. Standard deviation rif temperature fluctuation at six 
sites zn winterρJuly-10 August) and summerρ31 
December) in 1995. 

MD550 R.P. Mizuho MD180 H21 

。
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企・MD550-Dome Fuji(5) 

Fig.13. Mo抗thlymean lapse rates at neighboring sites. Data 

1rom H21 to MD550 sites are show抗 withsolid lines， and 
data between MD550 and Dome Fi吋istation are shown with 

a dashed line. 

• :H21 -Mizuho(1) 

ロ:Mizuho-MD180(2) 

• :MD180 -Relay Point(3) 

Relay Point (3353 m)， MD550 (3663 m) and Dome Fiりista-

tion (3810 m). 

From wind-speed data， we conclude that sites from H21 

to Relay Point are in the katabatic wind zone， while MD550 

and Dome Fuii station are outside it. 

Air temperature sometimes increased rapidly in winter. 

The hourly temperature data of AWSs show that there were 

two patterns of time delay of temperature maxima. One was 

that the temperatur巴riseat Mizuho station preceded that at 

other stations， and the other was that the temperature rise 
at Dome Fi吋istation preceded the others. The former 

occurred when a disturbance came from the coast between 

east Enderby Land and the Amery Ice Shelf and strong 

winds destroyed the stable inversion layer. The latter 

occurred when the low-pressure center was near the coast 

of west Wilkes Land. In this case， the temperature rise was 
caused by advection of warm air mass， because wind speed 
was small， wind direction changed substantially and pres-
sure was high at Dome Fl可istation. 

The seasonal trends of atmospheric pressure at Dome 

Fuji station and Relay Point show an oscillation with a peri-

od of 0.5 year and amplitude of about 15 hPa. The pressure 

was high iリulyand December， and was accompanied by a 

temperature mcrease. 

The fluctuations of hourly temperature in winter at 

Dome Fi可istation with standard deviation of about 0.6
0
C 

were approximately double or triple those at the other sites. 

The lapse rate of annual mean temperature was 0.780
C 

(100 m r 
1 
at elevations of 0-1000 m， 1.090 

C (100 m r 
1 
at 

1000-2000 m， 1.260
C (100 mr

1 
at 2000-3000 m and 1.580

C 

(100 m) -1 for elevations greater than 3000 m. The lapse rate 

ofmonthly mean temperature between all neighboring sites 

was close to the adiabatic lapse rate in summer but exceeded 

it in other seasons. When the polar night begins in April， the 
lapse rates are large and tend to increase with altitude. 
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